) year 2100 forcing cases are nearly identical. An aerosol kernel is introduced to remove effects of aerosol cloud interactions that alias into cloud feedbacks. Adjusted cloud feedbacks indicate an ''aerosol feedback'' resulting from changes to climate that increase sea-salt emissions, mostly in the Southern Ocean. Ensemble simulations also indicate higher tropical cloud feedbacks with higher aerosol loading. These effects contribute to a difference in cloud feedbacks of nearly 50% between ensembles of the same model. These two effects are also seen in aquaplanet simulations with varying fixed drop number. Thus aerosols can be a significant modifier of cloud feedbacks, and different representations of aerosols and their interactions with clouds may contribute to multimodel spread in climate feedbacks and climate sensitivity in multimodel archives.
Introduction
Cloud feedbacks, the cloud response to forced environmental (surface temperature) changes, are the largest uncertainty in estimates of the response of the climate system to radiative forcing (Boucher et al. 2013) . Forcing is an imposed change on the system (or the radiative result of an imposed change) and feedback is the response of the system to a perturbation, usually the change in surface temperature DT s .
Aerosol-cloud interactions (ACIs) are the largest uncertainty in current estimates of anthropogenic radiative forcing of climate (Boucher et al. 2013) . Aerosols affect the number concentration of cloud drops N c , thus altering the brightness (albedo) of clouds (Twomey 1977) . Aerosols may alter cloud lifetime as fewer precipitation drops form (Albrecht 1989 ) and increase liquid water path (LWP).
Cloud feedbacks can be expressed as the change in cloud radiative effects (CREs) divided by the global mean surface temperature change (W m 22 K 21 ) (Cess et al. 1990 ). Because CRE is defined as the difference in top-of-atmosphere all-sky and clear-sky radiative fluxes, its change is affected by changes in surface properties or atmospheric composition (Soden et al. 2008) . Corrections for these noncloud changes should be applied to accurately assess cloud feedbacks. This can be done using radiative kernels (Soden et al. 2008) , known as a a The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
kernel-adjusted radiative feedback. Gettelman et al. (2012a) explain this approach using kernels from Shell et al. (2008) and Soden et al. (2008) . Dessler (2010) discussed the application of the method to try to tease out climate feedbacks from observations, following Schneider (1972) and Forster and Gregory (2006) . The kernel approach has been adapted to directly account for clouds by Zelinka et al. (2012) . Cloud feedbacks play a central role in uncertainty surrounding climate sensitivity Fasullo et al. 2015) .
Several assumptions are commonly made about climate feedbacks. The first assumption is that feedbacks are not a strong function of the climate state or the perturbation from present-day climate. This assumption is distinct from complexities using different methods, particularly with small perturbations (Klocke et al. 2013) . Jonko et al. (2012) tested this hypothesis and found weak nonlinearity for moderate radiative forcing. Knutti and Rugenstein (2015) note that such nonlinearity may contribute to spread in estimates across models.
Second, it is generally assumed that feedbacks have low internal variability in any given model, even locally (Armour et al. 2013 ), and will not vary across different realizations. This has not been tested with single model ensembles.
Aerosols may be important for climate feedbacks as well as for climate forcing. Because ACI alter the mean state of clouds (LWP and N c ), ACI may also alter cloud feedbacks. A cloud with high LWP and small drop concentration could have the same CRE as a cloud with low LWP and high drop concentration, but these clouds may respond differently (different DCRE) to a change in surface temperature, giving a different cloud feedback. Thus, an ''aerosol feedback'' may exist such that environmental changes affect aerosol burdens and then the aerosol changes will alter CRE by changing ACI. In this manuscript we will explore these interactions, along with the variance (or internal variability) of climate feedbacks in ensembles of climate simulations from a single model.
These potential modifiers to cloud feedbacks by aerosols are important because the suite of models used for assessments of climate change contains a diversity of approaches and complexity of ACI (Boucher et al. 2013) . The extent to which aerosols, and not cloud processes, are contributing to the spread of cloud feedback needs to be assessed as more climate models are including ACI. ACI are usually assessed and quantified by the change in CRE (Gettelman 2015; Ghan et al. 2013 ); see the definition in section 2.
Several hypotheses will be tested using the same methods, taking advantage of several different ensembles of simulations with a single model (section 2). This extends recent work on multimodel ensembles reviewed by Fasullo et al. (2015) . First, we will explore the hypothesis that feedbacks are independent of climate state by investigating feedbacks using two different radiative forcing scenarios with different levels of warming (section 3). Second, each of these ensembles enables us to estimate the spatial variance of the feedbacks across the ensemble members due to internal variability (section 3) in a single model. There have been many analyses of the spread of cloud feedbacks across models (Flato et al. 2013) , but no analysis of the spread within a single model ensemble. Third, we will explore how the background state of clouds affects cloud feedbacks and climate sensitivity (section 4). We will compare cloud feedbacks in two different ensembles with the same greenhouse gas forcing but different levels of forcing due to anthropogenic aerosol emissions. This requires a method to control for different ACI between simulations. We also explore analogous climate states and feedbacks in simpler aquaplanet simulations.
This paper builds on previous work to test the extent to which climate feedbacks are similar for different levels of greenhouse gas forcing (Jonko et al. 2012; Klocke et al. 2013 ). While Klocke et al. (2013) looked at variance due to short-term climate variability, this work presents new analysis on the variance of climate states across ensemble members over long time periods. We also develop a new approach to removing aerosol effects from simulations with interactive aerosols and illustrate the extent to which cloud state affects cloud feedbacks.
Finally, interactive aerosols allow changes to the aerosol distribution induced by changes to climate. The aerosol changes then alter the cloud radiative effect. This is not an aerosol forcing, because it is internal to the climate system. It is rather an aerosol feedback on clouds and climate (section 5). The feedbacks will occur as a result of 1) changes in emissions of natural aerosols into the atmosphere, such as changes to sea salt (a function of surface wind speed over the oceans) or dust (a function of wind speed and soil moisture), 2) changes in scavenging and the lifetime of aerosols resulting from changes in clouds, and/or 3) changes in aerosol direct optical properties resulting from different ambient humidity. We will use the simulations to isolate and quantify this effect. A discussion and conclusions are in section 6.
Methods

a. Feedback methodology
To determine climate radiative feedbacks, we employ the method of radiative kernels developed by Soden et al. (2008) . The method uses offline kernels that estimate a climate response ›R/›X, where R is the shortwave or longwave top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiative flux in response to a perturbation in state X, where X is temperature, water vapor, clouds, or surface albedo. The feedback is then (›R/›X)(DX/DT s ), where DX/DT s is the global annual average surface temperature change derived from the difference of two simulations. Kernels for single-level quantities such as surface albedo and surface temperature are monthly 2D (i.e., latitude by longitude) fields, while temperature and water vapor kernels are 3D (i.e., latitude by longitude by vertical level) monthly fields (Soden et al. 2008) . Cloud feedbacks are estimated by the kernel-adjusted CRE, where the kernel adjustments account for changes in the state of water vapor, temperature, and surface albedo that may affect R, and CRE 5 R 2 R clear , where R clear is the clear-sky TOA flux. We also include adjustments for aerosol forcing (see below). Fluxes are calculated separately for the longwave (LW) and shortwave (SW) radiation bands.
The cloud feedback [i.e., (›R/›C)(DC/DT s )] cannot be directly computed because of the intricate links among clouds, radiation, and the environment. Following Soden et al. (2008) and Shell et al. (2008) , the cloud feedback (CF) is the change in CRE divided by the change in surface temperature:
The feedback is adjusted by removing terms for changes to water vapor Q, surface albedo a and temperature T in the clear sky c and all sky to get the kernel adjustments to CRE, DCRE k :
where K X is the all-sky kernel and K c X is the clear-sky kernel for X 5 T, Q, and a. This yields the kerneladjusted cloud feedback CF a :
Traditionally radiative kernels are run on equilibrium experiments, but regression methods (Gregory et al. 2004 ) and comparison tests (Gettelman et al. 2012a) indicate that flux imbalances can be included as part of the forcing [see also discussion by Medeiros et al. (2015) ]. The use of models with TOA flux imbalances allows application of the kernels to transient experiments. In equilibrium, the model used here does not have an imbalance.
The method follows the work of Gettelman et al. (2012a) and Gettelman et al. (2013) , who illustrated the causes of the change in climate sensitivity between different versions of the Community Earth System Model (CESM). The kernels were originally developed by Shell et al. (2008) for version 3 of the Community Atmosphere Model (CAM), but in general the kernels are stable across models (Soden et al. 2008) . The code has been updated to run on output from the current version of CESM (CESM1.1). We do not use the cloud property kernels developed by Zelinka et al. (2012) because the necessary simulator outputs were not available from the CESM experiments used (see below).
b. Aerosol kernel adjustment
One of the complexities of estimating feedbacks using these transient simulations with different aerosols is that ACI alter CRE. This additional dimension to the feedbacks may affect the ''efficacy'' (efficiency) of different climate forcings (Hansen et al. 2005) . To remove the aerosol forcing effect, we will calculate an ''aerosol kernel'' to adjust the cloud forcing for the direct and indirect effect of aerosols (mostly indirect).
Following Eq. (2) above we add a term for the aerosol kernel:
where A is aerosols, and dA is DAOD, the change in aerosol optical depth (AOD). The aerosol kernel for all sky K A and clear sky K c A is estimated from
and
where ›R is the change in all-sky flux and ›R c is the change in clear-sky flux due to aerosols. The aerosol kernel is approximated based on a difference of two simulations as DR/DAOD and DR c /DAOD at each horizontal location (x, y): the change in TOA radiation DR, occurring because of the change in aerosols DAOD. The aerosol kernel is similar to the other kernels in that it is a TOA radiative response to a difference to a perturbation to the system. It is similar to the surface albedo kernel as a response to a single-level (column) perturbation. The aerosol kernel is different in that it is not estimated from a unit perturbation, but rather from another set of model simulations.
The kernel is applied to remove flux perturbations, similar to how other kernels (such as surface albedo) are applied to generate kernel-adjusted cloud feedbacks. All adjustments, including aerosols, are made at the same time. As with the other kernels, both clear-and allsky kernels are applied. The clear-sky aerosol kernel is basically the direct effect and all-sky kernels are the total effect (mostly the cloud effect). The effects shown in sections 4 and 5 are with aerosol kernels applied with all other adjustments. For example, a change in surface albedo will affect the clear-sky TOA flux, which is aliased into the cloud radiative effects. The adjustment for surface albedo takes the a change Da between two simulations, and multiplies this by the surface albedo kernel ›R/›a at each point to remove this DR from DCRE [Eqs. (2) and (4)]. Aerosols cause clouds to be brighter because of a change in drop number (and potentially cloud lifetime). The aerosol kernel adjustment uses DAOD multiplied by the aerosol kernel K A 5 DR/ DAOD to estimate an additional DR to remove from DCRE [Eq. (2)]. This is done for K A and K c A in the LW and SW radiation.
Because it uses a difference between two simulations, for stability a threshold of DAOD . 0.01 locally is applied. This means that clean regions do not see aerosol perturbations. Regions where the aerosol kernels are applied are inside the filled contour in Fig. 1 , meaning most of the Northern Hemisphere. The clean regions (DAOD , 0.01) are mostly only over the poles and the Southern Hemisphere oceans. However, they also do not see large TOA flux perturbations due to aerosols (e.g., Gettelman 2015, his Fig. 8 ). The results (and conclusions) are not very sensitive to the AOD threshold.
Estimating the aerosol kernel is dependent on the particular climate model formulation and aerosol distribution. The aerosol kernel is not strongly dependent on the climate state (see below). The stability is expected given the magnitude of the kernel forcing (locally 10 W m 22 ) and the dominance of the effect in the shortwave radiation, while the greenhouse gas forcing alters the climate state by the longwave emission of CO 2 and H 2 O, modulated by clouds. Fortunately, our methodology and ensembles will minimize these uncertainties. We are using the same model [CESM1(CAM5)] for all simulations. Furthermore, we will estimate the kernel using a similar pattern of DAOD, and an appropriate range of DAOD that brackets the emissions changes in the ensembles. Accordingly, the aerosol kernel is calculated from two 50-yr CAM5 simulations with 2000 and 1850 aerosol emissions. For a 50-yr simulation, the local standard deviation in annual TOA flux in the Northern Hemisphere storm track is approximately 3 W m
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. Using a 95% confidence Student's t test, this means local (not global) deviations of larger than 0.7 W m 22 are statistically significant, and the regions of the aerosol kernel meet this criterion (e.g., Gettelman and Morrison 2015, their Fig. 8 ). These are not idealized kernels; they are estimated from a similar perturbation as the one we are trying to remove, and using the same model physics. Regions of high aerosol susceptibility but no change in aerosols have a small aerosol kernel correction. This limits the analysis to regions with significant aerosol perturbations based on current distributions of aerosols. In the case of these ensembles of model runs, these are exactly the perturbations we are testing. We have also tested the sensitivity of the kernel by repeating the analysis using alternative kernels from 1) a different model configuration and 2) the same configuration but with a climate reflecting the end of the representative concentration pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5) climate of a warmer planet with higher (doubled) CO 2 .
Perturbations to the aerosol kernel are discussed in section 4. The all-sky kernels are larger (representing cloud effects and ACI) with the SW kernels being the largest (Fig. 1b) . Note that a typical local AOD change in the Northern Hemisphere is on the order of 0.02-0.03, so this implies changes locally of several watts per square meter. The kernel reflects the changes in the emissions between preindustrial and present because the changes to top-ofatmosphere flux DR tend to be regionally constrained to regions near where aerosols are changing (DAOD . 0.01). The annual mean DAOD , 0.01 line is shown on each panel in Fig. 1 . It also illustrates that this is not a unit perturbation (perturbing AOD by 0.01 and then estimating the response) since the effects are not simple direct radiative calculations but rather involve nonlinear ACI effects on clouds. In regions over the oceans far from aerosol sources, there is little effect of the aerosol kernel. There may still be susceptibility of clouds to ACI in these clean regions, but it is not seen with these aerosol perturbations. However, the kernels do agree well with the top-of-atmosphere flux differences in the simulation from which they were generated. The aerosol kernel is thus model and perturbation specific.
We illustrate the effect of applying this kernel in section 4 and show that it is effective at removing aerosol effects. As noted by Hansen et al. (2005) and Shindell (2014) , the efficiency (or efficacy) of different forcings such as aerosols may be different than CO 2 . But for effective radiative forcing (ERF) where the troposphere adjusts, aerosol forcing has an efficacy close to unity (Hansen et al. 2005; Marvel et al. 2015) .
c. Models
All experiments use CESM1 simulations, with the Community Atmosphere Model, version 5 (CAM5; Neale et al. 2010) . CESM1(CAM5) includes a modal aerosol model (Liu et al. 2012) in the atmosphere with prognostic aerosols, and physically calculated ACI in the stratiform cloud regime (Gettelman et al. 2010 ).
1) ENSEMBLES OF COUPLED SIMULATIONS
The CESM Large Ensemble (CESM-LE, or LE) of 30 members is described by Kay et al. (2014b) . The CESM-LE follows a RCP emission scenario for greenhouse gases (GHGs) and aerosols with 8.5 W m 22 of forcing in 2100 . We also use a CESM Medium Ensemble (CESM-ME, or ME) described by Sanderson et al. (2016) . The CESM-ME has 15 ensemble members that use RCP4.5 with 4.5 W m 22 of forcing in 2100 . We also use the CESM Fixed Aerosol Ensemble (CESM-FixA, or FixA). As described by Xu et al. (2016) , the FixA ensemble has 15 members and uses the same RCP8.5 scenario as the LE, but the FixA ensemble fixes aerosol emissions at constant year 2005 values starting from year 2006. The ensembles for ME and FixA were run to 2080. All versions use the same model code for CESM. The only differences are the GHG and aerosol forcing.
2) AQUAPLANET EXPERIMENTS
To aid in the interpretation of the ensembles, we also turn to simpler experiments using an aquaplanet configuration of CESM (Medeiros et al. 2016 ). This version uses fixed sea surface temperatures, and the same physical parameterizations as in the CESM ensembles. To simulate climate changes, we run CESM-Aqua with a control case, and a case with doubled carbon dioxide (367-734 ppm) and a uniform increase in SST of 14 K. This is a standard test for producing feedback estimates from aquaplanet simulations.
To test the sensitivity to aerosols, pairs of experiments are conducted with different fixed N c : 50, 100, and 300 cm 23 with double-moment microphysics. This is done so that tests can be performed without aerosols (which have a land and ocean contrast), but to mimic the effects of aerosols Nc100, Nc50, and Nc300, respectively. The different drop numbers result in differences in the SW CRE in the control case. The net global SW CRE in the aquaplanet control simulations is 260.6, 264.3, and 270.0 W m 22 for simulations Nc50, Nc100, and Nc300 respectively. To isolate the difference of N c in the base state, an additional simulation was conducted where the base state in the Nc300 simulation was adjusted back to a SW CRE similar to that in the Nc50 simulation. The adjustment was accomplished by reducing the cloud fraction, through an increase in the critical relative humidity for cloud formation in the cloud macrophysics (Park 2014 
d. Hypotheses
The different hypotheses to be tested and the methods of using these ensembles to test them are outlined below.
1) FEEDBACK VARIANCE
We hypothesize that kernel-adjusted fast feedbacks have small variability on a global basis across ensemble members (internal variability), but may have large local variability. This hypothesis can be tested by estimating feedbacks from a 100-yr section of the CESM-LE control and 20 years of each ensemble member at the end of the twenty-first century (2060-80). We seek to quantify the variance across the ensemble members of each feedback and to understand the patterns of variance and how it varies. We will examine the sensitivity to the number of members or the years averaged.
2) FEEDBACK LINEARITY Second, we wish to test if feedbacks are constant between different ensembles. The forcing and surface temperature changes are different between the ME (RCP4.5) and the LE (RCP8.5) simulations. But the feedbacks are normalized by DT s . To understand if the different feedbacks are the same we will estimate and compare kernel-adjusted feedbacks from each ensemble (average and spread).
3) AEROSOL EFFECTS
Third, we hypothesize that aerosols will alter cloud state (LWP and N c ), and a different cloud state may affect climate feedbacks. To test this hypothesis, we will calculate feedbacks for the FixA simulation (constant aerosol forcing case) to determine if they are different than for the LE (RCP8.5). The surface temperature will be different. The FixA simulation has higher cloud drop number concentrations, particularly in the Northern Hemisphere, as a result of anthropogenic aerosols. It will warm and less than the LE simulation, because of the continuation of aerosol radiative forcing due to both direct and indirect effects of aerosols. If the feedbacks are not dependent on the degree of warming (tested by comparing LE and ME with similar aerosols as noted above), then any feedback differences between FixA and LE simulations should be due to aerosols. To understand the effects, we analyze the cloud state (mean column drop number, LWP, etc.) in the LE simulation and the FixA ensemble. The difficulty is that there are differences in patterns of the aerosol emissions over time. We use aerosol kernels to control for changing aerosol radiative effects.
4) AEROSOL FEEDBACKS
Finally, with interactive aerosols, there can be changes to the aerosol distribution induced by changes to climate. We will test the hypothesis that climateinduced aerosol changes can alter CRE. This is not an aerosol forcing, because it is internal to the climate system. It is rather an aerosol feedback on clouds and climate. As with aerosol radiative forcing, these effects can be both direct and indirect. As noted above, there are several possible internal mechanisms that can change aerosol populations to create this feedback.
e. Aerosols in CESM
To test these hypotheses we perform several analyses. First, we estimate feedbacks based on a 100-yr section of the CESM-LE control, and then 20 years of each CESM-LE member in the late twenty-first century . So feedbacks are 2060-80 minus the control (1850 forcing). Note that between 1850 and 2060, anthropogenic aerosols first rise and then fall again, so that past and future periods have similar but not identical aerosols. CESM-LE uses RCP8.5 with increased greenhouse gases and reduced aerosols in the twenty-first century.
We do the same for the CESM-ME (RCP4.5) ensemble members. The control simulation for the LE and ME are the same. RCP4.5 has a reduction of aerosols in the future, similar to RCP8.5. Finally we also estimate the feedbacks for each member of the FixA (constant aerosol) ensemble. Figure 2b shows the change in AOD between the analyzed beginning and end points of each ensemble.
Feedbacks calculated with radiative kernels using 2006-26 (20 yr) as the base period for all three ensembles (LE, ME, and FixA) are qualitatively and quantitatively similar to using the longer control run for ME and LE. The benefit of using the control simulation for LE and ME is to minimize the difference in aerosol loading between time periods. The choice of base period only impacts the standard deviations: using 20 years from different ensembles results in larger feedback spread (by about a factor of 2) than using 100 years of the same control run. This explains much of the difference in standard deviation between FixA and ME simulations, which have more internal variability (larger standard deviation) than LE because of the smaller ensemble size. Figure 2 illustrates that both the latitudinal distribution of aerosols and the absolute amount are quite different in different time periods. The change in aerosols between different time periods of each ensemble is due to both external changes in emissions and aerosol feedbacks due to climate changes that affect aerosols. In the FixA ensemble, the emissions changes are eliminated and any change in aerosols is due to a climate influence on aerosols (aerosol feedbacks). These feedbacks include changes in winds that influence sea salt emissions (in the Southern Ocean, peaking at 608S) and changes in tropical dust (one-third of the change at 308N), as well as internal changes to aerosol transport, scavenging, and optical properties.
The differences in Fig. 2 for the LE and ME simulations arise mostly from the emissions. Lamarque et al. (2011, see their Fig. 9 ) illustrate that AOD in 2080 is similar between RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 but that it is not the same as AOD in 1850 (used for the control). It is more similar to global AOD in 1950-70. Figure 10 in Lamarque et al. (2011) clearly shows the local SO 4 and black carbon column burdens are not the same because of a shift of aerosols into the tropics. Even if we looked at the same global AOD, there would be differences in AOD patterns, consistent with increased AOD in the tropics, and still some at NH midlatitudes.
To adjust for these different levels and locations of AOD changes, we will use K A to correct the clear-sky and all-sky radiative forcing for the changes to aerosols diagnosed in these simulations. Furthermore, we will use aquaplanet simulations to understand the global results. Table 1 illustrates a summary of climate feedbacks for the different ensembles, and the standard deviation within each ensemble. The feedbacks may differ because of aerosols or climate forcing, and we will try to pull this out of the analysis. A comparison of feedbacks in our Table 1 with those in Table 2 of Gettelman et al. (2012a) indicates that these transient experiments yield results very similar to traditional slab or mixed layer ocean model feedback experiments, or modified-Cess (see Cess et al. 1990 ; fixed sea surface temperature) experiments. The model here, CESM1.1.1, is very similar to the CAM5 experiments in Gettelman et al. (2012a) ). Aerosol kernels are only applied to cloud feedbacks. The cloud feedbacks with the aerosol kernel applied are also similar to previous versions (;0.5 W m 22 K 21 ). Two alternative estimates of the aerosol kernel (denoted alt and alt2x) are used to test the sensitivity of the results to the aerosol kernel. The alt kernel uses simulations with a revised version of the cloud microphysics (Gettelman and Morrison 2015) and different cloud tuning. The ACI are slightly lower. The third kernel (alt2x) was also estimated using this same model configuration but with climate conditions (CO 2 concentration and sea surface temperatures) reflecting a doubling of CO 2 (720 ppmv). Next we discuss the variance of feedbacks in more detail.
Variance results
a. Water vapor feedback variance Figure 3 illustrates the water vapor feedback from the three ensembles. For this and other zonal mean figures, the feedback is presented in terms of petawatts (1 PW 5 10 15 W) per degree of latitude. This essentially weights the feedback by the area of a latitude circle so that the integral represents the global mean value (W m
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). The figures give a visual picture of where the feedbacks are important in the global mean. The feedback is generally very similar across the ensembles. There is a slight difference in the water vapor feedback between ensembles in the Northern Hemisphere. The differences are partially due to surface temperature: the LE simulation is the warmest, followed by the FixA ensemble (slightly cooler because of aerosols), and the ME simulation has the lowest mean surface temperature (because of reduced radiative forcing in RCP4.5 vs RCP8.5). This is consistent with weak nonlinearities in water vapor feedbacks (Jonko et al. 2012 ). Regional differences are largely due to dry subtropical regions of the Sahara and western Indian Ocean. The ensemble spread and standard deviation are quite small, only a few percent of the value, and the differences in the Northern Hemisphere subtropics are small. Global totals of feedback terms from each ensemble are in Table 1 , and the water vapor feedback is very similar, with the small difference following the zonal difference in the NH subtropics in Fig. 3 . There is no discernible pattern in the horizontal distribution of feedback variance. Variance is higher in the FixA ensemble than the ME or LE simulations, although the global integral is quite small. This is due to the difference in base period (there is only a single control simulation, and it is 100 years long). For LE and ME simulation feedbacks estimated with a 20-yr base period of 2006-26 (the same as FixA), variance is comparable across ensembles.
b. Albedo feedback variance
Zonal-mean surface albedo feedbacks are illustrated in Fig. 4 . Given the large variance in high-latitude climate, as seen for example in high-latitude surface air temperature trends in Kay et al. (2014b) for the LE simulations, it might be expected that snow-and icecovered surfaces will exhibit more variance. In Fig. 4 , there is little variance or difference between the ensembles in the Southern Hemisphere. However, there is a difference between the ensembles in the Northern Hemisphere, and larger variance for the FixA ensemble. The largest variance occurs at the sea ice edge near The albedo feedback variance is larger in the FixA ensemble because the FixA ensemble feedbacks are estimated using two 20-yr periods, while the ME and LE simulations use 100 years of the control simulation. As a result, the variance doubles (Table 1) . As with the water vapor feedback, we verified that the variance goes down when feedbacks are estimated for the FixA ensemble using the 100-yr control, and they go up for the LE simulation when using a 20-yr control. Figure 5 illustrates the zonal-mean adjusted cloud feedbacks from the different ensembles, following Eq. (2) and not including the aerosol kernel. The differences in cloud feedbacks between the LE and the ME, with different DT s are small (Fig. 5) , indicating that the level of warming does not really matter and the cloud feedback is constant with forcing in this range. However, it is clear that the cloud feedback structure is quite different in the FixA simulation, which we will discuss in the next section. The variance in cloud feedbacks is small in the zonal mean, and regionally (see below). As with albedo feedbacks, the cloud feedback variance is larger in the FixA ensemble because the FixA ensemble feedbacks are estimated using two 20-yr periods with variability in both, while the ME and LE simulations use 100 years of the control simulation for the base period, with only a single control. For the FixA simulation, variance maximizes in the eastern subtropical oceans at about 25% of the mean value (not shown).
c. Cloud feedback variance
d. Variance summary
For all the feedbacks examined, different ensemble members may differ on short-term trends, but they do not differ on long-term feedbacks, even when those feedbacks are estimated from only 20 years of a transient climatology (Table 1) . Feedback variance is larger if only 20 years of the control are used (rather than 100 years), but it is still a small fraction of the global feedback (Table 1) , even regionally (in the zonal mean, Fig. 5 ). This is true of water vapor (Fig. 3) , cloud (Fig. 5) , and albedo (Fig. 4) feedbacks. The water vapor and albedo feedbacks across the ensembles are very similar: they are not dependent on the degree of warming, or on the level of aerosols in the simulations. Cloud feedbacks are similar between the LE (RCP8.5) and ME (RCP4.5) simulations. The cloud feedbacks differ with aerosol loading, and need to be corrected for changing aerosol forcing, the subject of the next section. The adjustment brings the cloud feedbacks between the simulations into better agreement (Fig. 6 ), particularly in the Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes and in the tropics where aerosol changes in the ME and LE simulations would be aliased into the cloud feedbacks. In general the cloud feedbacks are more positive when adjusted for aerosol changes. In the LE and ME simulations the future has higher aerosols than the preindustrial control simulation (Fig. 2) . The aerosol kernel removes this cooling effect, making DCRE and feedbacks more positive. The FixA ensemble has less of a correction because aerosol emissions are constant. The effects come from both the longwave and shortwave radiation, implicating cold clouds (high-and midlevel clouds) in the tropics and low-level clouds in the subtropics. Table 1 illustrates results with two different aerosol kernels to assess sensitivity of the results to the aerosol kernel. Lower ACI in the alt kernel using a simulation with different cloud microphysics result in a reduced correction of the cloud feedbacks compared to the standard kernel, but the differences between FixA ensemble and LE or ME simulation remain for any kernel. Furthermore, there is basically no difference between results using the alt2x kernels estimated with a high CO 2 climate (warmer world) or the standard kernel for the present, so the aerosol kernels will not be different for future climates.
Results: Aerosol influence on cloud feedbacks
The FixA simulation falls between the LE and ME simulations in DT s , but has different cloud feedbacks. Cloud feedbacks are significantly more positive in the FixA simulation (Fig. 6 and Table 1 ). The higher cloud feedbacks occur mostly in the tropics and subtropics. In the tropics, the differences in cloud feedback between FixA ensemble and LE or ME simulation (Fig. 6) feedbacks in the Northern Hemisphere Pacific storm track, with weaker feedbacks over land. Tropical feedbacks are also stronger in the eastern Pacific and over the Maritime Continent. These are close to regions where the aerosols most affect clouds (Fig. 1) . The increase in positive feedbacks in the tropics is mostly from the LW radiation, and seems mostly related to regions with high clouds. This is consistent with positive increases in cloud radiative forcing from anthropogenic aerosols that increase homogeneous freezing with higher sulfate loading (Gettelman et al. 2012b) . It may also be that the higher aerosol loading is still affecting the high clouds in ways not fully reflected in the aerosol kernel. These might be related to warmer climates with larger forcing changes than that induced in present climates. We will explore this idea further below. 
Aquaplanet
To analyze the possible effect of aerosols on cloud feedbacks, aquaplanet simulations were conducted with different specified drop number concentrations. Three different specified N c were explored: N c 5 50, 100, and 300 cm
23 . An additional experiment to adjust the cloud forcing (Nc300RH) was also conducted (see section 2). Experiments are the difference between Control and SST 1 4 K perturbation simulations. Adjusted cloud feedbacks are shown in Fig. 9 . Since the aquaplanet configuration is symmetric about the equator the hemispheres are averaged together. The structure of the feedbacks is different than in a standard (Earth-like) simulation. This is due to the different aquaplanet climate regimes. The convective regions are a single intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) band in each hemisphere at 58 latitude, with a narrow region along the equator that looks like a stratocumulus regime. The subtropical dry regions peak at about 208 latitude, and the storm tracks start poleward of this, peaking at 458 and ending by 608 latitude. Cloud feedbacks in the region from 458 to 608 latitude are qualitatively similar to cloud feedbacks in midlatitudes of the full simulation (Fig. 6 ), but the tropics are different.
The peak in cloud feedbacks at 108-208 latitude (Fig. 9a) comes mostly from the LW cloud feedbacks (Fig. 9b) . This occurs in the subtropical dry regions in the aquaplanet: in effect the overturning Hadley circulation is compensating for the lack of zonally asymmetric Walker circulation in the full model, which allows changes in high clouds in the tropics. These feedbacks get more positive with increasing liquid drop number, likely due to higher LWP in the simulations with higher drop number, but that also occurs for the Nc300RH case in which LWP is reduced. Nc300 and Nc100 have larger magnitude of cloud feedbacks than Nc50 for both the LW and SW radiation in the subtropics at 208 latitude. This is a larger positive SW radiative feedback and a larger negative LW radiative feedback. This situation is analogous to the tropical feedbacks seen in Fig. 6 . ) composited by 500-hPa level vertical (pressure) velocity (hPa day 21 ). Error bars are two standard deviations in each bin. A single ensemble member is used from FixA (blue), ME (black), and LE (red) simulations.
Thus the aquaplanet experiments do imply different tropical (or subtropical) cloud feedbacks with drop number: higher positive LW and less negative SW radiative feedbacks as drop number increases (Fig. 9 ). This occurs because of much larger increases in LWP in the Nc300 and Nc300RH simulation than Nc50. Midlatitude LWP increases 25% more than Nc50. Cloud coverage changes have a very similar structure, and are very similar between Nc50 and Nc300, but slightly larger (because of lower base cloud cover) in Nc300RH. In the global integral, net cloud feedbacks in aquaplanet simulations with higher LWP have larger negative SW cloud radiative feedbacks, and similar LW cloud feedbacks (Table 2) . This is mostly an extratropical effect in these simulations, resulting in a difference of 40% in SW cloud radiative feedbacks, or 0.2 W m 22 K
21
. Because of different regime extents in the aquaplanet these values do not quantitatively translate directly to the Earth-like configuration.
We have analyzed the aquaplanet feedbacks sorted by v 500 as in Fig. 8 for the full coupled model simulations. The structure of feedbacks is very different as a function of v 500 , with negative net feedback throughout the upwelling regime (v 500 , 0). This is similar to the aquaplanet results of Medeiros et al. (2015, their Fig. 8 ).
There is not a clear separation in feedbacks by vertical velocity in the aquaplanet simulations between simulations with high and low drop numbers, except in moderate subsidence regimes (20 , v 500 , 40 hPa day
). Thus the aquaplanet results are different enough in dynamical regime that the effects of different drop number when sorted by regime are hard to ascertain.
Results: Aerosol feedback
In the Southern Ocean, the LE simulation has reduced positive cloud feedbacks (Fig. 6 ) compared to the ME and FixA simulations. This might be related to aerosol changes in the Southern Ocean in Fig. 2 , and are not directly forced by emissions changes, so they constitute an aerosol feedback. To quantify the aerosol feedback, aerosol changes due to climate that affect the radiative forcing, we focus on the region of difference in AOD between about 608 and 158S. Estimating the difference between the ME or FixA simulation feedbacks and the LE simulation in this region (including some negative and positive feedbacks) yields a difference in global cloud feedbacks of 20.06 W m 22 K 21 between LE and FixA simulations (Table 1) , or about 15% of the global cloud feedback in the LE. Figure 10 illustrates the LWP changes for the different ensembles. LWP change is often correlated with aerosol effects in CESM (Gettelman 2015) . In climate change simulations, LWP change contributes to cloud feedbacks with midlatitude warming (Kay et al. 2014a) . LWP changes are driven by changes in aerosols and by changes in climate. Warmer climates have higher LWP, and increases in aerosols also increase LWP. Note the correspondence between Figs. 2b and 10b. The Northern Hemisphere changes are largely a result of variable anthropogenic aerosol emissions, with a small component in the subtropics from dust emissions. Dust increases in all simulations within 2060-80 by about 10% at 308N (not shown) and slightly more in the LE and ME simulations than the FixA ensemble. But note also that LWP increases in the warmer (future) simulations in the Southern Hemisphere, where there is basically no change in anthropogenic emissions. The LE simulation with more warming has significantly larger changes in AOD (Fig. 2) and LWP ( Fig. 10 ) than either the FixA or ME simulation. This results in weaker cloud feedbacks, particularly at their 408S peak. Aquaplanet simulations are also consistent with this aerosol feedback and increase in LWP. There is evidence of larger negative feedbacks in the larger drop number run poleward of the peak in the storm track in Fig. 9 . These are also similar to larger feedbacks due to the SW radiation seen in Fig. 6 , and also noted by Gettelman et al. (2013) . These feedbacks are affected by cloud microphysics and the transition to more liquid in a warmer world. Smaller and more numerous cloud drops are brighter, with a larger SW radiative feedback, and the correspondence of the Nc300 and Nc300RH aquaplanet simulations indicates it is independent of LWP. This feature is seen only in the Southern Hemisphere in a full simulation (Fig. 6) as it is mostly ocean and similar to the aquaplanet.
These changes likely reflect an aerosol feedback, whereby the change in climate affects the aerosol population, which in turn affects the response of clouds. A detailed analysis of the difference between the LE and FixA simulated climates indicates that the LE simulation has higher near-surface wind speed in the Southern Ocean, which would tend to increase sea salt emissions and AOD, leading to larger LWP and increased cloud drop number concentration, damping any reductions in cloud due to warming, and implying a negative aerosol feedback in the Southern Ocean. As noted above, the aerosol feedback is estimated at about 15% of the total cloud feedback in CESM1.
Discussion and conclusions
a. Feedbacks across ensembles
Feedbacks are nearly identical between the ME (RCP4.5) and LE (RCP8.5) simulations. The similarity confirms that feedback strengths are nearly invariant for a range of plausible future climate forcing. Albedo feedbacks are slightly higher regionally in the LE (RCP8.5) simulation. This makes sense as high latitudes experience the largest warming.
The ensemble spread (internal variability) in feedbacks is very small. This might be expected for water vapor feedbacks, and possibly even for cloud feedbacks, but it is also true of albedo feedbacks. All feedbacks are remarkably stable with respect to internal variability in a model, even for simulations based on 20 years of output. Low variability of albedo feedbacks may seem counterintuitive in light of work showing large differences in short-term climate trends (Deser et al. 2012; Kay et al. 2014b ). Variability in near-term climate trends is not caused by varying feedbacks. It implies that the variability in high-latitude warming trends is due more to variations in heat transport or absorption or constant feedback responses of the coupled system (heat to or from the ocean) than to variations in the structural nature of ''fast feedbacks'' in the atmosphere or at the surface. Even large-scale decadal modes of variability do not seem to project onto feedbacks.
b. Role of aerosols in feedbacks
The role of aerosols in climate feedbacks is complex. Aerosols alias into cloud feedbacks, and in simulations with changing aerosols they must be accounted for. As an added complication, the efficiency (or efficacy) of inhomogeneous forcing like aerosols to affect surface temperature may be larger than that for CO 2 (Hansen et al. 2005; Shindell 2014; Marvel et al. 2015) . Different efficacies may bias the estimates of total response from historical forcing. Here we have shown a complementary result: aerosol forcings alter interpretations of future climate feedbacks, not just present-day forcing. We use an equilibrium framework, similar to effective radiative forcing (Marvel et al. 2015) , where efficacies for aerosols are close to 1.
The aerosol kernel method is largely successful at removing a signal due to aerosols in the different ensembles, and the resulting cloud feedbacks including an aerosol kernel adjustment are quite similar in many regions. However, it is difficult to apply a single aerosol kernel across models. The aerosol kernel is basically an expression of the ACI in a particular model. A comparison of aerosol kernels across models would be a useful framework for analyzing multimodel uncertainty in ACI.
In addition to the spurious changes that aerosols will have because of ACI from changes in emissions, there are other changes we have not removed. These changes in feedbacks remain because they are not present in the aerosol emissions change experiment from which the kernel was calculated. There are two effects due to cloud state changes and aerosol feedbacks.
c. Cloud state changes from aerosols
First, aerosols affect cloud feedbacks through effects of altering the cloud state. The difference is evident in the tropics of the CESM simulations, where cloud feedbacks, adjusted for aerosols, are still higher in tropics and subtropics in the FixA ensemble than in the LE and ME simulations. The difference is 0.07-0.08 W m 22 K
21
, or approximately 20% of the total global cloud feedback. For a typical total feedback parameter of 1.33 W m 22 K 21 , implying a 3-K climate sensitivity for a 4 W m 22 CO 2 forcing, the difference would contribute to about 0.25 K of climate sensitivity. This is much larger than the variance in the feedbacks within any ensemble, so the difference is not internal variability of simulations. In general the LW radiative feedbacks are more positive, and the SW radiation less negative with higher aerosols. In the tropics the increase in feedback occurs in most regions. In midlatitudes, there are offsetting changes between land and ocean: ocean regions see more positive feedback in the NH in the FixA ensemble, but the zonal-mean total cloud feedback is similar. How certain are these effects, and what is the mechanism? The higher feedbacks are seen with and without the aerosol kernel adjustment. The effects are substantial in regions of eastern and southeastern Asia, as well as over the subtropical oceans (Fig. 7) , where higher aerosols in the FixA ensemble brighten clouds throughout the twenty-first century. The effect may be through reduced LWP change and different base state LWP, which may buffer changes in SW radiative cloud cover and increase SW radiative feedbacks, or increase high clouds in the tropics and affect the ice phase. A more detailed analysis with cloud property kernels and using other models with different aerosol treatments would be valuable for understanding the mechanisms further.
Altered feedbacks due to different cloud state are seen in aquaplanet simulations. The different drop number experiments are an analog for higher aerosol concentrations. The regimes are different than in the full simulations, but the subtropical increase in feedbacks occurs with higher drop numbers, with LW radiation increases not quite balanced by SW radiation decreases because of larger changes in high clouds in the higher drop number experiments. In full simulations, the main signal in the tropics is a high cloud effect over land, the Maritime Continent and some ocean regions. Aquaplanet simulations have higher LWP with larger drop numbers (unless LWP limited as in Nc300RH) and larger cloud feedbacks as LWP increases. Different drop numbers alter LWP in the aquaplanet simulations, and the change in LWP seems to alter cloud feedbacks. Note that LWP is adjusted with the Nc300RH simulation to be more like Nc50, and the resulting feedbacks are more like Nc50. The mechanism is consistent with full simulations where aerosols alter LWP.
d. Aerosol feedback
The second effect of aerosols is an ''aerosol feedback'' that results from aerosols whose emissions depend on climate. In the Southern Hemisphere storm tracks there appears to be a feedback based on increasing wind speed increasing sea salt, and this increases drop number and cloud brightness, hence creating a different feedback. This contributes about 15% of total cloud feedback (0.04-0.06 W m 22 K
21
), and this difference would imply about 0.15 K of global mean surface temperature change. No significant effect is seen with dust emissions, which affect a region of the subtropics, but have a smaller perturbation.
e. Conclusions
In summary, climate feedbacks are remarkably stable across ensemble members, even when estimated using only 20 years of data (as with the FixA simulation). Variance reaches only 25% of the feedback in highly variable regions such as the sea ice edge for albedo feedbacks, and the subtropics for water vapor feedbacks. Cloud feedbacks have regional variance up to 30% of the local cloud feedback, but the global variance is very small (5%).
It is possible to calculate feedbacks with transient simulations, and feedbacks estimated with different RCPs (LE vs ME simulations) are nearly identical in all respects. Thus feedbacks are broadly linear for perturbations on the century time scale.
Changing aerosol emissions will change cloud radiative effects and alias into climate feedbacks. These must be removed to understand what the true cloud feedback is, which can be accomplished with an ''aerosol kernel.'' There appears to be a small impact of different cloud microphysical states (induced by aerosols, and specified in the aquaplanet simulations) on cloud feedbacks, mostly through the longwave effect of high clouds in the tropics, which in CESM is approximately 20% of the global cloud feedback.
There also appear to be distinct aerosol feedbacks from aerosol species whose emissions are dependent on climate. Here the warmer climate of the RCP8.5 LE simulation has higher wind speeds than in the control climate, and thus larger AOD from sea salt, leading to a change in drop number and an impact on clouds. The Southern Ocean aerosol feedback in CESM is about 15% of the global cloud feedback. In the midlatitudes of the aquaplanet simulations, cloud feedbacks are similarly altered by specifying higher drop numbers.
Aquaplanet simulations show sensitivity to drop number, with extratropical SW cloud feedbacks getting more negative with higher LWP. The regimes are different than in full simulations, making direct attribution difficult. However, the simulations confirm that cloud microphysics and aerosol effects on cloud microphysics may alter cloud feedbacks.
Thus aerosol effects need to be accounted for in complex Earth system models (ESMs), and comparisons across models will have uncertainties in cloud feedback driven by differences in aerosols and aerosol-cloud interactions. In CESM, the combined effects of aerosol feedback and alterations to cloud feedback contribute to a nearly 50% difference in total cloud feedback between the LE (0.41 W m 22 K
21
) and FixA (0.60Wm 22 K 21 ) simulations (Table 1) , regardless of aerosol kernel used. Aerosols may enhance ensemble spread across multimodel ensembles due to different treatments of aerosols and aerosol-cloud interactions. These mechanisms and effects should be verified in other ESMs with comprehensive aerosol treatments, and further detailed and idealized experiments conducted to more completely isolate and quantify aerosol feedbacks.
